US National Standard
in Culture

Black Trade
in the United States
NATHAN the Judge: The Bill Clinton colonization was to
have the problem with Social Security solved by killing
off the seniors in HUD housing and motels that the Red
Chinese would kill the owners and have them sell out the
motels for pennies on the dollar. They would rob the
seniors both by ATM card, but through the transfer of the
pension assets, they would take cash and monetary asset.

Nancy of Oregon: Bill Clinton by his admission in 2016,
“I consider the United States to be colonized.” And this
meant that the military bases were governed by a foreign
leader general or corporal. It meant there would be 90
Red China insurgents just outside the military base to
take it over in selected places.
NATHAN the Judge: It had the Nazism methods of
extortion and forced slavery and obedience. The slayings
characteristically KKK. The rapings of 5 to 1 of Red
China, 15 to 1 of the American Indians in Mexico.
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Jarvis Raymond: What you have in “protestation for
freedom” is no longer viable.
Bill Paley: It is an insurgency you do not yet understand
in the United States that will destroy the Atom.
Harry Luce: In this demonstration by Martin Luther
King, it is one in which it is to be counted as a peaceful
demonstration as even the gangsters there could not
provoke him to using violence. But he chose to turn the
cheek in the way he learned from Jesus Christ.
Jarvis Raymond: You do not see this here today in the
colonization of Red China and Germany and Canada by
G20 doctrine.
Bill Paley: And we are the media experts if you will. We
know what you are programmed to see, and you
are…nuts.

Jarvis Raymond: What you see is the unmitigated
slaying of the United States soldiers base by base, in the
United States, and in the NATO countries, the syringing
and Korean deprogramming in jihad training of the men.
It is not something that can be tolerated at this point, that
you allow freedom of protest when it results in such great
evil as Nazism. You need to recognize where the
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demonstrations are Nazism and to straight-way put them
down.
NATHAN the Judge: The Bill Clinton prostitution culture
was being established by Bill Clinton and Obama. The
ordering of the raping of 100 young women in the
Northwest was to this end, that there would be serving a
pimp or madam to send out the prostitutes to the
generals, CIA, FBI, Governors and mayors of the 50
States. You would be mistaken to think this
“colonization” is acceptable— as Mother Mary has
already said, that gang rape must be killed.

NOSTREDAME: And yet this is the de-imperialism or
backward culture that Bill Clinton was imposing on the
United States by having Red China through currency
manipulation and transfer of its jobs, through NAFTA
and illegal aliens cross the border, to make the United
States to subservient to a backward culture of cannibals
and famine inducers.
GOD HELIOS: Bill Clinton’s “colonization” included the
killing of the United States military that they are not able
to either wear civilian clothes or have phones and their
paycheck is taken from them as he and Obama say, “We
are at war, and you will not need this any longer.” They
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did not receive mail. This is not an acceptable condition
of military in either Great Britain or the United States.
Make no further treaties, abolish the ones you
have.
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